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©2020 Wizards.D&amp;D Compendium is not affiliated with certified, supported or specifically approved by Wizards of the Coast LLC. Replace the D&amp;D 5e character sheet starting with the main tab alternate layout (including areas to display frequently used items, spells, etc.). More information in the Biography tab and new tab for notes, categories tagged Foundry Virtual
Tabletop © 2020, Casting Games, LLC reserved I hope someone can point me in the direction of a good character pad with a different style than anyone truly used. I don't like standard character plates with a lot of information stuffed into the first page. I don't need to look at my personality traits and other background information right away all the time (as well as talent and candid
language). I want the homepage to rearrange, so there is more space for details about the attack (there is enough space to put details about the spell/attack ability, for example, without running out of space). So a long request can anyone associate me with a character sheet with more breathing room and not try to pack much on each sheet? Page 2 Inside you will find interviews,
features and cartoons that cover everything that the App Store's Google Play Web D&amp;D covers.
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